breaking the brand rules

dynamic branding
Rather than a rigidly governed logo, dynamic branding is when a
company allows their brandmark to have a general framework or
shape but has a variety of styles or an ever-changing representation.
The brand is still recognizable, but always has a fresh look without
completely changing the identity.
Dynamic Branding can be used to show a brand is evolving, changing,
always in motion, or energetic. It shows that the company is creative,
expressive, and open to new ideas.

One of the world’s most famous and
historic brands closely governs their
primary logotype brandmarks ‘Coca-Cola’
and ‘Coke’, but uses their trademarked
mnemonic devices – the dynamic ribbon
and the bottle shape – to support their
brand values of sharing and fun.

The Islands of The Bahamas rebranded to
present their country to the world as the
preferred sun and sand vacation destination.
Their branding system provides a primary
logo that includes a pattern which can be
utilised as a mnemonic device and design
element to carry the brand across any
medium, from digital to print, stationery
to merchandise.
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The identity for Portugal’s iconic music hall
Casa da Musica was designed by Stefan
Sagmeister and based on the different
viewpoints of the building’s architecture.
This use of dynamic branding connects to the
building’s cultural purpose of creativity as
well as the physical space itself.
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The Sky logo is actually designed to allow
a constantly changing iteration without
affecting it’s primary form. Treated as
though it is glass through which many
different images and patterns can be seen,
it replicates their product – entertainment
behind a glass screen– while reflecting
modernity and premium quality.

Google could be easily discounted as having
dynamic branding because their corporate
logo doesn’t change across their real estate,
and it might not appear to be enough to
change their logo on a single website. But
google.com is actually their main consumer
website, their foundation, their product, and
their shopfront all at the same time, visited
by 39 million people every day. Called the
Google Doodle, their site logo changes on an
almost daily basis and by different countries,
helping define Google as a brand that is
everywhere and for everyone.

When the company rebranded in late 2009,
they shifted from a rigid out-dated logotype
to a simple, confident logotype, revealed
by ever-changing images to create one
consistent logo with countless ways to reveal.
The backgrounds continuously change to
suggest the breadth of AOL’s content.

Melbourne has long been considered the
cultural and artistic city of Australia. The
diversity of Melbourne is a sacred concept.
Its visually identity reflects its progressive
and multifaceted nature, covering the city’s
many aspects from authoritative, restrained,
and serious to vibrant, visionary, and
passionate. It captures the passion of its
people, and provides the city with a unified,
flexible, and future-focused image.

In the 1980s, MTV challenged what a logo
could and couldn’t do with their iconic
dynamic branding that encapsulated their
persona and values, totally mirroring their
edgy, youthful, antiestablishment audience.
Maximised by their focus on TV media and
their central focus on music videos, MTV
created a cultural revolution, partly driven
by their approach to branding.

dynamic branding scale

primary logo doesn’t change,
but a branding device adapts
to communication needs

primary logo has a
range of forms or
treatments

primary logo
designed to change
on repeated usage

primary logo never remains
the same – masters of
dynamic branding

